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Dear Representatives and public servants 
 
Firstly, i apologise for being late. For such an important enquiry, there was little notice give 
to the public. Why can't they advertise these inquiries in the media including the Internet? 
(Elections and census events are advertised, you know.) 
 
Now, sexual abuse is everywhere. We live in a highly permissive society rivalling that 
excesses of Caligula and some periods of ancient Rome. It is very silly to confine sexual 
abuse to religious organisations.  
 
Religious abuse is a favoured media topic - particularly here in the staunchly anti-Christian 
newspaper "The Age". i remember the allegations made against Cardinal Pell. It was front-
page news in that newspaper. Just allegations. A high percentage of Victorians are time-poor, 
busy, drug-addicted, football-addicted and/or functionally illiterate. They merely see a stream 
of headlines or pictures. Media Chiefs of Staff feed these people the selected 'news'. So the 
media owners and 'journos' have a favourite game - "Let's attack the Christian Church". The 
Roman Catholic Church is demonised. Many people are very anti-Church due to media 
reporting. The Christian Church and religions try to build up real community and 
neighbourliness. Business advertisers,media owners and kowtowing 'journos' seek to increase 
selfishness, consumerism, atomisation, and greed. This makes profits soar but creates a 
Macchiavellian world. End justifies means. 
 
There is surely lots of kudos and money to be made by alleging sexual abuse by clergy. It is 
political correctness (PC=enforced conformity) by a decadent Western society to attack 
religion - particularly the Roman Catholic Church.(Muslim allegations of abuse receive 
lenient treatment. Virtues such as Christian tolerance, love of neighbour, humility and 
eschewing gossip (without strings) are seen as anathema in the Brave New World.) 
 
Why all these allegations? Our society glorifies freedom at the cost of responsibility. The 
cities grew in size and anonymity. Hedonism - if it feels good, do it - abounded. Globalisation 
brought us into closer contact with America and Europe and well-funded international lobby 
groups, such as abortion and homosexuality. Sexual images proliferated in both men's and 



women's magazines. Self-regulation became to the fore as a government policy. Gradually, 
censorship of community standards was no more - verboten. Sunday was no longer a restful 
day - newspapers, shops, sport, grog shops, 'adult' shops proclaim the 'shop 'til you drop' 
mantra. 
 
Sexuality became a commodity. With our growing anonymous cities and our fragmented 
lives, where family and community gave way to easy divorce and individualised lives, little 
wonder that some celibate clergy adopted sexual experimentation. Society no longer valued 
them as people and advisors. Did we really expect that Australian religious clergy from Hare 
Krishna to Salvation Army to Roman Catholic could stay immune from the hypocrisies and 
sexual pressures from the television, films and other institutions around them? Let ye without 
sin cast the first stone!! 
 
FALSE MEMORY is a real factor to consider. Seeds were sown by counsellors and 
psychologists in clients' heads to account for behaviours. AFMA is a local website to search 
for - www.afma.asn.au/. With False Memory, careers have been destroyed by sexual 
Freudian  
allegations. Also, i need not remind you all that some persons will do anything for money - 
including actively lie in Court!! For example. a violent man got mioney from Marist Brothers 
with his allegations. However they were spurious. He was brutally terrorising his own family 
and insisting they kept silent about his lies. 
 
Of course the homosexual lobby has become very strong. Such sexual lobbies have gutted the 
discipline and self-control of religious clergy, Society is fawning over homosexuality. Elton 
John is rich. Ellen is rich. Therefore these role models exert gravitational force on vulnerable 
including young people and hitherto-upright religious clergy. 
 
We have freedom now to receive junk mail with female 'bits' everywhere selling bras, 
panties. Tampons are advertised without restriction. 
 
Almost everything is liberalised and unrestricted. EROS Foundation and the Sex Party are led 
by a woman - Fiona Patten. Her vile lobbies glorify sex and drugs. She not only praises queer 
marriage but wants to abolish the Marriage Act altogether. (3CR interview, 2012). Her 
organisations have anarchistic aims. With thousands of X-rated pornography films flooding 
Australia each month, the EROS peak porn body is rolling in money. The pornography 
industry and international groups such as Electronic Frontiers Federation actively stops 
politicians from eradicating filth from the Internet. In this regard, Australian politicians seem 
to be prized pawns of the porn industry. Little wonder then our nation is wealthy in 
brainlessness!! Little wonder that religious people are easy targets for media manipulation 
and exaggeration. Sex services are advertised in most newspapers in Australia - city and 
suburban. Thank you, (non-Australian citizen) Rupert Murdoch. 
 
Finally, if you care about Australia today, especially our social fabric, you will see through 
the deceit and lies of the pushers of sexual propaganda. You will see the causes behind some 
of the permissiveness among religious leaders. You will also reject the intolerant aggressive 
sexual claims of the homosexual marriage lobby, the pornography lobby and the Greens 
social engineers. (As a Passionate Environmentalist and Vegetarian, i reject the cunning of 
the Greens.) Please be aware that early Gay Pride marches in America featured the North 
American Man-Boy Love Association. The paedophile group is still very healthy - see 



www.nambla.org/. Please reject the anti-faith lobbying of such permissive groups as 
NAMBLA, EROS, GREENS, GET-UP and ALSO. 

 




